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solutiono of the hydromagnetic equations •. !.
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This latter is the condition that the parallel comp~nen~'.'::· ':-:: :
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• and those where are recognized as and are ':functions of 'B PJ,. For these, .the particle density is also a function of B.
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Tne surface of the plasma is the constant-B surface at which. Pi. and ,<>.
; . . are permitted however, 'so that j ma.y be non zero at the surface.) . Since ...
Then we have
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• "J':-" :~ :' j~. ;'~r I where no is the (lowest order) density of guiding centers, corresponding" ', . "l>~/' ":":;,};M and longitudinal invariant J K is .. function of J, M, and t h e ' : " ,'." '"" ,.;. :';:-:' . field line. It was also 'proven in reference 3 that Q ,depends on ·.pos! tion :', ,
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. \\~/.; . . . ,"'~~;:i:':~:<. only through the spatial dependence of K for a given J and 1-1. There-",.
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